Decision trees are suitable for classi cation problems in which instances are represented by attribute-value pairs and the target concept has discrete values. A decision tree classi es an example by propagating it along a path from the root node down to a leaf node which contains the classi cation for this example. Each node tests a particular attribute, each of its branches corresponds to a particular value of this attribute. Figure 9 .1 shows a typical decision tree that predicts if a customer quali es for credit based on its annual income and employment status. Each instance is classi ed according to the attributes income=flow, medium,highg and employment=fnone, part time, fullg. The example employment=full, income=high, is sorted down the two right branches and categorized as a positive example according to the leaf node. Notice, that a path to a leaf node, does not necessarily use very attribute to obtain a classi cation. All customers with no employment are classi ed as negative examples, regardless of their income.
The next question is how to generate a decision tree from a set of training examples. Most approaches are based on the ID3 or C4.5 learning algorithm (Quinlan, 1986; Quinlan, 1993) . ID3, constructs decision trees in a topdown manner, at each node selecting the attribute that best discriminates the training examples. It then creates a descendant node for each possible value of the attribute. The training examples are distributed among the nodes according to their value. This procedure is repeated until either all examples at a node carry the same target classi cation, or the attributes are exhausted.
What is the best attribute to test at each node? Intuitively, it makes sense to choose an attribute that separates positive and negative examples well. This quality can be measured by a statistical property, the so called information gain. The algorithm selects the attribute that provides the maximal information gain. Information gain is based on the entropy of a set of examples, a concept from information theory that measures how cluttered the examples are. Assume, a set of examples S that contains instances of N possible target values. The entropy of S relative to the target concept is de ned by The attribute employment has the higher information gain and is therefore used at the root node as depicted in Fig. 9 .2. For node with attribute value none, both examples D1; D2 carry the same target classi cation. Therefore, it becomes a leaf node and is assigned the target value no. The other two nodes have no unique classi cation and the examples are split using the remaining attribute income. The learned tree is identical to the one shown in Fig. 9 .5.1. There exists no example for the attribute values employment=part-time, income=medium. In that case, the leaf node acquires the most common classi cation of its parent node. Since the parent node contains one positive and one negative example the tie is resolved by a coin ip, in this case with the classi cation no. For more information on decision tree learning the interested reader is referred to (Quinlan, 1993) .
Fuzzy Decision Trees
The basic idea of fuzzy decision trees is to combine example based learning in decision trees with approximate reasoning of fuzzy logic (Janikow, 1998) . This hybridization integrates the advantages of both methodologies, compact knowledge representation of decision trees with the ability of fuzzy systems to process uncertain and imprecise information. The learning and inference mechanism of standard decision trees are modi ed in order to re ect the fuzziness of instances.
In standard decision trees instances are partitioned in a binary fashion, whereas a node in a fuzzy decision tree distributes instances across multiple branches. Instead of a sharp decision boundary, attribute values become fuzzy and overlap. For example, an applicant with an income of $20000 might belong to the category income=low with a membership degree of low = 0:3. The target classi cation also becomes fuzzy, for instance a training example might look like income=$35000, employment=30, credit=0.6 stating that a person with an annual income of $35000 who is employed 30 hours a week, quali es for credit to the degree 0:6. We rst describe the process to generate a fuzzy decision tree from data and then discuss the inference mechanism.
The major di erence to binary decision trees is that an example belongs to a node to a certain degree. Instead of counting the number of examples at a particular node, fuzzy decision trees aggregate their degree of membership. The proportion P N i of examples D j 2 S N with classi cation i at node N is computed as
where N (D j ) is the degree of membership of an example D j at node N and i (D j )) is the degree of membership of the example in regard to the target value i. We like to point out that the min-operator in Eq. 9.6 used for conjunction can be replaced by any T-norm. Further, let P N = P i P N i denote the overall example count at node N. Standard decision trees calculate the proportion of examples p i with classi cation i. I an similar way, fuzzy decision trees measure the degree of membership P N i =P N of examples at a particular node. Therefore, the entropy of the examples S at node N is de ned by analogy with Eq. 9.1 by
where the ratio P N i =P N counts the examples with classi cation i. The next step of the fuzzy decision tree building algorithm computes the entropy for a split along attribute A with values a j E(S N ; A) = ?
where Njj is the successor node of N following the attribute value a j . The algorithm selects the attribute A which maximizes the information gain (employment=none, income=large) and (employment=full, income=small) to a degree larger than zero, the corresponding nodes are discarded in the tree. The proportions P yes and P no indicate to which degree this node favors approval or denial of customer credit. The node (employment=none, income=small) for example strongly favors no, the node (employment=full, income=large) supports yes and the node (employment=part-time, income=large) shows no clear preference for either decision.
The fuzzy representation requires a modi ed inference mechanism for fuzzy decision trees. The inference result is a number in the interval 0; 1], rather than a crisp decision for no or yes. According to its risk willingness the creditor chooses a threshold to decide upon credit approval. Assume, we want to classify a new example D j with the attribute values employment=25, income=$30.000. The inference scheme rst computes the membership of the example within each leaf node as shown in table 9.3. Now we compute the support for both possible decisions no and yes. In general the inference mechanism utilizes the center of gravity k of output fuzzy set k. In our particular case, the decision fuzzy sets are singletons with no = 0:0 and yes = 1:0.
There are multiple suggestions how to aggregate the information contained in the leaf nodes (Janikow, 1998) . In the following we describe the two most common inference procedures. The rst method only considers the most frequent classi cation within a leaf. In the second method all classi cations contribute to the decision process. In addition one can weight the contribution of a leaf node l by its example count P l k , such that the Other kinds of Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems In the rst approach, each leaf node l contributes the center max of the fuzzy set with the most common classi cation. In our example, the two leaf nodes with employment=part-time vote for no since P no > P yes . On the contrary, the two nodes with employment=full favor a yes-decision. Each vote is weighted by the match of the example l (D j ) with the particular node as computed by means of Eq. 9.10 and shown in Table 9 .3. Assume a threshold of 0:7 for approval, the bank ultimately declines credit to the customer. In order to take the number of examples into account the proportion each leaf is weighted by the proportion P l max of training examples with the dominant classi cation. The second method approach re ects more the notion of fuzzy logic, in the sense that all classi cations at a leaf node contribute to the outcome, rather than just the most frequent classi cation. In this case the contribution of each leaf node is proportional to the degree of matching of the example l (D j ) and the proportion P l k of training examples with classi cation k.
In our example, the classi cation is computed according to Eq. 9.14 as Notice, that we omitted the contribution of no-examples in the numerator which do not contribute since no = 0. The con dence for credit approval is higher since the nodes with employment=part-time have a signi cant proportion of positive examples, which the previous method disregards. Notice, that both methods come to the same conclusion in case each leaf node has a unique classi cation.
Optimizing Fuzzy Decision Trees
The underlying idea of optimizing fuzzy decision trees is to improve the distinguish-ability of examples. According to Eqs. 9.6&9.7 the entropy at a node decreases as the target classi cations become more unique. Therefore, the entropy of node can be reduced by properly adjusting the fuzzy sets that partition the attribute. Fig. 9 .4 compares the initial fuzzy sets on the left with the ones optimized on the left. Notice, that the grey value of a data point corresponds to the target classi cation, the darker the more con dence into credit approval. The optimization procedure mimics the genetic tuning process described in chapter ??. The GA encodes the center and width of the fuzzy membership functions subject to tuning. Janikow Other kinds of Evolutionary Fuzzy Systems proposes to impose additional constraints on the membership parameters in order to improve the search e ciency. The constraints impose certain properties of the fuzzy partition such as set symmetry, non-containment or a prede ned overlap among neighboring sets. The constraints limit the number of free parameters, reduce the dimension of the search space and that way improve the speed and quality of optimization (Janikow, 1996) . Fuzzy decision trees can be optimized in two di erent ways. Static optimization takes place before the actual tree is constructed, whereas dynamic optimization is an integral part of the tree construction process itself. Static optimization aims to minimize the entropy of the data. Instances are partitioned into elementary cells r according to their attribute values a j . The examples in Fig. 9 .4 are partitioned by three fuzzy sets for each attribute, resulting in nine fuzzy cells . The example count for instances with target classi cation k at a cell r is computed similar to Eq. 9.6 as The overall entropy E E(S) = P r P r E r P r P r ( 9.18) is computed as the sum over the individual entropies E r of a single cell r weighted by its example count P r . The genetic algorithm is supposed to minimize the entropy. Therefore, the tness function becomes the reciprocal value of the entropy
The optimized fuzzy partition in Fig. 9 .4 on the right discriminates the examples D 3 ; D 4 ; D 5 better than the original partition and thereby reduces the entropy. Dynamic optimization employs a similar tness criteria but only optimizes the entropy of the attribute for the next node. In principle, the same attribute in can be optimized in a di erent way at each node it occurs. That way one improves the accuracy for the price of loosing the comprehensibility of the tree. This trade-o among accuracy and comprehensibility is another instance of the descriptive versus approximative representation problem previously discussed in section ??.
Prior to tree construction, the dynamic algorithm optimizes the initial fuzzy sets in the same way as static optimization by minimizing the entropy. In dynamic optimization the standard tree building algorithm and the genetic algorithm optimization step are interleaved. First, we de ne a set of open nodes, which includes those nodes with out a successor node. Notice, that in the beginning this set only contains the root node. From this set of open nodes the algorithm selects the node N with the highest event count P N . Therefore, the algorithm proceeds in a best-rst traversal rather than a depth-rst traversal as the standard tree-building method. The genetic algorithm optimizes the entropy E based on the training examples at the selected node, subject to the constraint that attributes already used in a previous node remain constant. Expand the node in the usual way by splitting along the attribute a j that provides the maximal information gain according to Eq. 9.9. Finally, add the newly generated nodes to the open set and remove their predecessor. The algorithm terminates when the examples at each leaf node carry a unique classi cation or if all attributes have been used for splits. 
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